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A B S T R A C T

Non-adherence to treatments is prevalent. The aim of this paper is to model how doctors should adapt their medical treatment decisions if non-adherence is due to present-bias in the patient population, and to test the predictions of this model in a lab experiment. Under certain conditions, a rational doctor should adapt to non-adherence by choosing a treatment all patients complete (though less effective) when the probability of a patient being present-biased is sufficiently large. This is explored in a lab experiment where we test whether students in the doctor role adapt their behaviour as they learn about the distribution of non-adherence (due to present bias) in the patient population over the rounds of the experiment. We test the model prediction when we align individual incentives with the goal of maximising overall patient welfare. The results show that, on average, participants adapt to non-adherence as they learn about the probability of non-adherence (due to present-bias). However, a proportion of participants do not adapt to the optimal choice. The rate of adaptation was similar for the first 5 rounds under both individual incentives and salary. However, participants continued to adapt after round 5 under individual incentives whilst adaptation plateaued under salary. The adaptation to non-adherence may indicate that adherence can be improved by providing doctors with information about the probability of non-adherence (due to present-bias) in their patients.

1. Introduction

Non-adherence to medical treatment is prevalent in many conditions. Under different treatments and populations, adherence has been measured between 50% and 80% (Sabate 2003; Dimatteo 2004; Osterberg and Blaschke 2005). In addition to potential health losses, non-adherence imposes costs on others in systems like the British NHS if treatments are paid for but not completed. This paper focuses on how doctors should adapt their medical treatment decisions when non-adherence arises from present-bias in the patient population. Present-bias is the enhanced importance people attach to outcomes that occur in the present and is one potential mechanism for non-adherence. Individuals not following through with planned behaviour (including not adhering to medical treatment) can be modelled using discounting that allows for present-bias choices (quasi-hyperbolic model) (O’Donoghue and Rabin 1999; Laibson 2015). A patient, for example, may plan to take medication next week as the costs (e.g. side-effects) next week outweigh the future health benefits. However, when the time comes, they do not take the medication because they place extra weight on the immediate costs due to present-bias. The potential of hyperbolic discounting for understanding and predicting non-adherence was first recognised by Christensen-Szalanski and Northcraft (1985) and Mørkbak et al. (2017) show present-bias is associated with lower glycaemic control in diabetes.

This paper contributes to the literature by applying techniques from behavioural and experimental economics in a health context. The health setting is characterised by an agency relationship due to the asymmetry of information between patients and doctors. We build on work from the principal-agent literature with naivety (Heidhues and Köszegi 2017) and quasi-hyperbolic discounting (Dellavigna and Malmendier 2004; Köszegi 2014) to model how doctors should adapt their medical treatment decisions if non-adherence is due to present-bias in the patient population. The predictions of this model are then explored in a lab experiment where we test whether students in the doctor role adapt their behaviour as they learn about the distribution of non-adherence (due to present-bias) in the patient population over the rounds of the experiment. Whilst evidence exists on how individuals adapt their behaviour as they learn about the decision environment (Erev and Haruvy 2015), this cannot necessarily be generalised to the health setting. The health setting is characterised by an asymmetry of information between patients and doctors.
patient and doctor, and this agency relationship means that individuals have to make decisions for others rather than themselves. It is also important to understand how experience and preferences may influence adaptation. For example, medical training may affect an individual’s ability to anticipate and or learn about the optimal treatment.

Lab experiments are increasingly used within health economics (Galizzi and Wiessen, 2018; HENNIG-SCHMIDT et al., 2011; Godager, Wiesen 2013; Green, 2014; Brosig-Koch, Hennig-Schmidt et al. 2016). A lab experiment is used in this study because it allows us to test the relevant model parameters (e.g. the probability that a patient is present-biased) such that responding to non-adherence is welfare improving (in accordance with the model). Adherence problems and doctors’ responses to it can be difficult to observe in real-world data. The lab setting allows us to isolate the effects of interest to this study. In the experiment participants have no information on patient preferences (as in a classic agency relationship) but have full information on which patients adhere to medical treatment over the rounds. A similar approach is taken in Fehr and Schmidt (2004) where the learning process is not the focus of the experiment, but multiple rounds allow for adaptation by principals to their agents’ unknown behaviour.

We test the model prediction when we align individual incentives with the goal of maximising overall patient welfare. This directly aligns patients’ and doctor preferences because doctors are only paid when patients adhere to medical treatment and the payment is proportional to a patient’s health outcome. This provides a measure of ‘maximum’ adaptation and acts as a rationality test. We also test the model prediction using a salary condition. This tests whether individual incentives are required to get doctors to act in the social welfare maximising way. In the salary condition, doctors’ motivation to address adherence is only their preferences for others’.

A salary condition is more in line with how doctors are paid in the UK. Under both conditions real patients’ health is affected by the participants’ choices through a charity donation; a common way of motivating health outcomes in behavioural lab experiments (Galizzi and Wiessen, 2018).

The experimental setting provides support for our model prediction. Participants adapt to non-adherence. In early rounds, medical treatment choices are diffuse. In the final round 80% of choices are at the socially optimal level when using individual incentives that directly align doctor and patient preferences. There is also evidence that total welfare losses to patients are higher when doctors are paid by salary. Whilst the simple experimental setting allows us to isolate the effect of non-adherence which would not be possible in non-experimental data, reality is of course far more complicated than our experiment. However, the experiment can be interpreted as providing a “test bed or wind tunnel” (Croson and Gachter, 2010). If students in the role of doctors did not respond to non-adherence in this artificial environment, then they would be unlikely to do so in the real world. Here, the results imply that information on non-adherence should be made available to doctors and/or that doctors should be trained to better identify non-adherence so that they can adjust behaviour.

2. Model

We model the theoretical problem a doctor faces when patients’ time preference types are unknown, using paternalistic decision-making (full details on the model can be found in the online supplementary material). We assume paternalistic decision-making where the doctor makes a single medical treatment decision which the patient accepts or rejects (Charles et al., 1997) in period 0. The medical treatments are associated with a more immediate health cost (\(\alpha\) in period 1) and longer-term health benefits (\(\beta\) in period 2). The costs could be interpreted as the short-term side effects of a drug. There are a range of treatments available that vary in terms of the costs and benefits: more pain leads to more gain, but at a decreasing rate. The model is relevant to any clinical decision where treatments available vary in terms of relative costs and benefits over time. This includes primary care where doctors make decisions relating to chronic conditions in patients on their practice list and where there is a range of treatments available. The doctor makes a treatment recommendation which the patient either accepts or rejects in period 0. In the next period the patient either adheres or does not adhere to medical treatment.

To allow for time inconsistency, patients have naïve quasi-hyperbolic time preferences (Laibson, 1997; O’Donoghue and Rabin, 1999). Whether they accept a specific treatment in period 0 will depend on their time preferences (5 - the rate at which they discount future outcomes) which for simplicity is assumed to be the same for all patients. Whether they will follow through with an accepted treatment in period 1 will depend on their present-bias (\(\beta\) – the enhanced significance that individuals attach to outcomes that occur in the present). If they are time consistent (\(\beta = 1\)) they will always adhere to the treatment they accepted. If they are present biased (\(\beta < 1\)) they may not adhere to the treatment they accepted which leads to a utility loss. Present-biased patients will adhere if they are offered a lower level of treatment which has sufficiently low immediate costs (and consequently lower health gains). This is the utility maximising choice for present-biased patients. However, it is not the utility maximising choice for time-consistent patients.

The doctor needs to decide what medical treatment to offer when the time preferences of patients are unknown. We assume that the doctor is effectively a health maximiser and does not receive utility from other aspects of medical treatment choice, such as their own income in some health systems. If doctors knew the time preferences of their patients, the (first-best) solution to this problem would be simple to obtain. They would offer two treatments; the welfare maximising one to time-consistent patients, and the best treatment which patients with present-biased preferences would adhere to. As time preferences of specific patients are not known, doctors need to decide on a single (second) best treatment to offer in the face of this informational asymmetry.

In the formal model developed in the online supplementary material, the distribution of time preferences in patient population is known. In this case the overall welfare maximising choice for a certain patient population depends on the proportion of patients who are present-biased. If the proportion is high enough then doctors should lower the level of medical treatment to the point that keeps present-biased patients adherent, although this reduces the outcomes for the time-consistent patients. They should not lower the level of treatment if the proportion of naïve present-biased individuals in the population is low enough as the loss in outcomes for time-consistent patients by lowering the treatment does not outweigh the gains for the present-biased patients.

In reality the distribution of patients’ time preferences are unknown to the doctor, therefore they do not know what the welfare maximising choice is for their patient population. The doctor can learn about non-adherence (the proportion of present-biased patients) in their patient population by making treatment recommendations and observing adherence. The model predicts that to maximise overall welfare doctors should learn and adapt their treatment recommendation to the welfare maximising choice which depends on the proportion of patients who are present based. This leads to our main experimental hypothesis:

Hypothesis. A doctor adapts medical treatment decisions as they learn about the distribution of non-adherence (due to present-bias) in the patient population.

We test the hypothesis when we align individual incentives in the experiment with the goal of maximising overall patient welfare (in accordance with the model). This direct alignment provides a measure of the ‘maximum’ adaptation to non-adherence by physicians. We also test the model prediction when doctors are paid a salary. This will test whether individual incentives are required to get doctors to act in a social welfare maximising way. Under both conditions, real patients’ health is affected by participants’ choices through a charity donation.
doctors see their medical treatment recommendation, whether the patient accepted it, and whether an accepted medical treatment offer is accepted, and whether the patient completed medical treatment.

Participants are allocated to a doctor role, making medical treatment recommendations to computer-controlled patients, over a series of rounds. By using computer-controlled patients we ensure the patients’ behaviour matches that used in the model so that analysis can focus on the behaviour of the doctors in the presence of time-inconsistent patients. In the context of the model the decisions made by participants are taken in \( t = 0 \), the planning phase. Medical treatments have both side effects (short term pain, \( a \) at \( t = 1 \)) and benefits (long term gain, \( f(a) \) at \( t = 2 \)) expressed as health points. The outcomes in period 1 (patients adhere or do not adhere) and period 2 (longer term outcomes) happen between the rounds that participants see. Information on these outcomes is fed back to doctors in subsequent rounds, mimicking the three-period model (Online supplementary material).

Doctors have to decide on the medical treatment for each of five patients in a round. In the instructions, rounds are framed as clinics. The probability of present-bias is unknown to participants at the start of the experiment. Five computer-controlled patients are generated independently for each round and each participant. To test the predictions, doctors make medical treatment recommendations for ten rounds. This allows them to learn about the distribution of patient types over the rounds and adapt to non-adherence if they want (FEHR and SCHMIDT, 2004). A history box with medical treatment and adherence information for the previous two rounds (10 patients) is provided to help participants learn about patient outcomes and non-adherence. For each patient, doctors see their medical treatment recommendation, whether the patient accepted it, and whether the patient completed medical treatment.

The parameters in the experiment are chosen so that there are clear welfare differences between the different treatment options. Two types of patients exist: present-biased patients (\( \beta_L < 1 \)) and time-consistent patients (\( \beta_H = 1 \)). All patients have the same health state. Whether a medical treatment offer is accepted, and whether an accepted medical treatment is adhered to, depends on the relative size of side effects and benefits, and the time preferences of the patient. In particular, adherence depends on whether the patient is present-biased or time-consistent. The probability of present-bias is 0.7, so with probability 0.3 a patient has time-consistent (exponential) preferences. This parameter was chosen so that the proportion of present-biased patients is large enough that adapting to non-adherence by lowering the level of treatment is the welfare maximising choice for doctors.

Present-bias (\( \beta_L \)) is set at 0.42 for present-biased patients. This large present-bias was chosen so that there was clear separation of behaviour between time-consistent and present-biased patients using relatively small health point values. Time preference (\( \delta \)) is set at 0.9 for both present-biased and time-consistent patients. We use \( \delta < 1 \) so that time-consistent patients can reject medical treatment offers even when benefits outweigh the side effects. Table 1 shows the seven medical treatment options in the experiment, their outcomes in terms of experimental points, and patient outcomes when offered each medical treatment. Parameters were chosen to be consistent with the model and so that there was a clear separation between the socially optimal medical treatment that all patients adhere to (medical treatment 3) and the medical treatment that maximises the difference between pain and gain (medical treatment 5). If a participant ignores adherence, or had no information (the initial rounds), they would choose medical treatment 5 because it maximises the health benefits ignoring present bias. Medical treatment 3 (\( \alpha ' \)) is the highest medical treatment level that present-biased patients adhere to and maximises overall welfare. It therefore also maximises expected payment under the individual incentive that aligns patient and doctor payoffs exactly. Equation (8) in the online supplementary material holds: \( \Delta t = 20.2, \Delta hl = -1.4, 0.7 > 1.4/18.8 \). Medical treatment 1, giving no side effects or benefits, allows doctors to recommend ‘no medical treatment’. Participants may come to the experiment with priors based on their own experience and preferences. For example, they may have experienced non-adherence due to present-bias and therefore opt for medical treatments with less short-term pain compared to medical treatment 5.

The experiment was conducted in computer classrooms at two campuses at the University of Aberdeen and programmed using oTree (http://www.otree.org/ (CHEN et al., 2016)). In total, 109 students were recruited using flyers and emails. Of the 109 students, 36 were medical students and a further 46 were enrolled in a medicine related degree. The session payment conditions were chosen (randomly) after participants selected a time, so there was no opportunity to self-select on payment condition. Ethical approval was provided by the University of Aberdeen College Ethics Review Board.

In each session, participants were shown to randomly assigned seats and logged onto the online tool. They read an introduction screen and an instructions screen, before completing understanding questions (see online material for all experiment instructions). The instructions explicitly described the medical context, in line with previous health economic experiments (HENNIG-SCHMIDT et al., 2011; GALIZZI and WIESEN, 2018). They then have the opportunity to ask any questions, answered in private. Five questions test their understanding of the outcomes and the medical treatment function before starting the experiment. Participants must answer all questions correctly before they can progress to the clinic rounds. They then complete ten rounds, followed by a time and risk preference survey and then the demographic survey. Time and risk preferences are elicited using hypothetical Multiple Price Lists (MPLs) (ANDERSEN et al., 2008; HOLT and LAURY, 2002). Participants also completed a question rating the health state on a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). This question is not used in the analysis because it was not well specified: half of respondents took 100 to be
perfect health, while half used 0 for perfect health. The demographic survey collects age, gender, year of study, degree level, degree type (medical related or not) and degree title. The latter two questions separate medical students from those studying medical related courses but that are not yet on-track to become doctors. Finally, they are paid in private. Sessions lasted at most 1 h.

3.1. Payment conditions

One round is chosen at random to make payments to each participant, and a charity, based on the decisions for all patients in that round. All participants received a show-up fee of £2 and their payment from the randomly chosen round. The experiment programme tells them how much they and the charity will receive by displaying full results for the round and converting experimental points to money. Participants also received a confirmation email when the donation was made.

Our two payment conditions are:

**Individual Incentive:** If the patient adheres the doctor is paid using the ‘Paid to you’ line of Table 1. The fees are set exogenously and borne by a third party (the experimenter). The function determining the price and cost of medical treatment is a linear transformation of the medical treatment function. The conditionality of the payment and the linear transformation induce the social-planner preferences in participants by directly aligning patient and doctor preferences.

**Salary:** The participant receives a one-off payment (£5) for completing the round (clinic), unrelated to patient outcomes. There is no individual financial incentive to maximise social welfare by responding to adherence.

In both conditions participants’ choices for hypothetical patients affect real patients’ health through a payment to charity (HENG-NIG-SCHMIDT et al., 2011). The charity is NHS Grampian Endowments, affecting patient care in the local area. The charity payment reflects patient outcomes: if a patient adheres to medical treatment we take the difference between the gain and pain (see Table 1). If a patient does not adhere the charity receives no money, consistent with the model.

All experimental points (the health units and performance payment) are converted into monetary amounts by using an exchange rate of 5p per point. On average each session contained 6 participants. There were 53 participants in the Individual Incentive arm, and 56 in the Salary. The average participant payment was £7.99 in the Individual Incentive and £6.99 in the individual incentive arm. The average charity donation was £3.94 in the salary arm and £4.59 in the individual incentive arm.

3.2. Analysis

It is first tested whether participants adapt to non-adherence by comparing choice distributions in the first and tenth rounds using Chi-square tests. Ex-ante welfare losses are used to test whether they are adapting as predicted by the model (in a welfare improving way). By design, the welfare maximising choice is medical treatment 3, with (period-0) welfare of 20.2. Welfare loss to patient i is then:

\[ \text{Loss}_i = (\delta_p \times \text{gain} - \text{pain}) \times ft - 20.2 \]  

Where ft is 1 when the individual follows through and 0 otherwise. It is possible for a patient to have a positive welfare loss, when a doctor offers medical treatments 4, 5 or 6 to a β = 1 patient. A paired Wilcoxon signed rank test checks whether welfare losses are from different distributions in round 1 and round 10 (main hypothesis). It is also tested whether welfare losses in round 1 and 10 are different by arm (Individual Incentive or Salary) using a Mann-Whitney U test.

Random effects panel regressions are used to test for adaptation over all rounds whilst controlling for individual level effects. Total welfare loss per round for a participant j (the sum over 5 patients: \( TWL_{ij} = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \text{Loss}_i \)) is regressed on incentive mechanism (\( I_{Sal} = 1 \) for salary arm), dummy variables for the rounds 1, and round interacted with payment mechanism. The interaction terms test whether the rate of adaptation varies across arm (Individual Incentive or Salary). A further model is run which includes the participants’ characteristics (\( X_j \)):

\[ TWL_{ij} = \beta_0 + \beta_1X_j + \beta_2(\text{Salary}_i \times X_j) + \beta_3I_{Sal} + \beta_4X_j + \epsilon_{ij} \]  

Significant negative interaction effects on \( \beta_2 \) would indicate that welfare losses are larger under a salary than an individual financial incentive. The participant characteristics include age, gender (Female = 1), ‘Medicine’ (Medic = 1), Other medical related degree (Other medical related degree = 1), year of study, and time and risk preferences (switching point in the MPL). We are particularly interested in the impact of risk and time preference and studying a medical related degree. A more risk-seeking doctor could prefer to offer treatments that have larger rewards but that patients are less likely to accept. Time preferences are directly tied to decisions in this experiment. More impatient doctors could offer treatments below 5, including the socially optimal treatment. Students in medical-related subjects are more likely to have direct experience of non-adherent behaviour on placements so may already have strategies adaptable to the experiment. Standard errors are clustered at the participant (doctor) level.

4. Results

4.1. Adaptation to non-adherence

Fig. 1 shows the aggregate choice distributions for the first and final round when we align individual incentives with the goal of maximising patients’ welfare. Participants adapt to non-adherence in the way predicted by the model. In the first round, when participants have no information about patients’ preferences, medical treatment choices are diffuse. As they learn about non-adherence (caused by present-bias) in their patient population they move towards recommending the welfare maximising medical treatment choice (medical treatment 3). In the final round, 81.8% of choices are for medical treatment 3 (the ‘a*’ in the model). A Chi-square test rejects equality of the round 1 and 10 choice distributions (\( X^2 = 182.6, p < 0.01 \)). Participants go from providing medical treatments that some patients do not stick to, to medical treatments they do stick to, even if these appear to give less net health a priori.

In round 10, 18.2% of choices are for medical treatments other than 3. There are at least two possible explanations. Firstly, some participants may still be learning about the outcomes and need further rounds to adapt to the optimal choice. Secondly, some participants may suffer from decision fatigue and may no longer make an effort to explore the

![Fig. 1. Histogram of medical treatment choices in rounds 1 and 10, Individual Incentive.](image-url)
optimal choice. It is not possible to distinguish between these two effects with our data but the results for the salary arm (below) shed some light on this.

Fig. 2 shows the aggregate choice distributions for the first and final rounds when participants receive a salary rather than an individual incentive. In the final round 61.1% of choices are for medical treatment 3 (‘a’). A Chi-square test rejects that choice distributions are equal in rounds 1 and 10 ($\chi^2 = 134.1$, $p < 0.01$). This suggest that participants also act in a social welfare maximising way without individual (financial) incentives. However, the percentage of respondents choosing the socially optimal medical treatment in round 10 is lower compared to when individual incentives are used. This may suggest that the financial incentive encourages participants to continue to make an effort to learn about the outcomes and make the optimal choice.

Without any information on the probability of outcomes (reject and adherence), medical treatment 5 is the utility maximising choice in the first round. However, participants may come to the experiment with priors based on experience and/or preferences. For example, participants may already anticipate that patients are less likely to adhere when the immediate costs (pain) are high and therefore opt for medical treatments with less pain (medical treatment 2 and 3) compared to medical treatment 5. Figs. 1 and 2 show that indeed a substantial proportion chose medical treatments other than 5 in round 1. To gain some insight into these choices we explore whether individual characteristics are associated with choosing medical treatments 5 versus other medical treatments. We first regress choosing medical treatment 5 in round 1 as a function of individuals characteristics using probit regression. The results are shown in Table 2. Medical students are more likely to choose medical treatment 5 (significant at a 10% level). Preferences also matter. More risk-averse participants are more likely to choose medical treatment 5. Participants with higher rates of time preferences are less likely to choose medical treatment 5. We then explore whether individual characteristics are associated with the specific alternative medical treatment chosen in round one using multinomial probit regression with medical treatment 5 as the base case. The results show that more risk-averse participants and medical students are less likely to choose the more ‘extreme’ medical treatments – medical treatment 2 (small level of benefits) and 6 or 7 (high levels of costs). Women and participants with higher rates of time preference are more likely to choose medical treatment 4. Participants in the salary arm were more likely to choose 6 or 7.

As mentioned above a proportion of choices in round 10 are for medical treatments other than 3 suggesting that full adaption has not (yet) taken place. We first explore what characteristics are associated with not choosing medical treatment 3 (i.e. not adapting) in the final round. The results are shown in Table 2. In line with previous findings participants in the salary arm are less likely to choose medical treatment 3 in final round. Risk-averse participants are more likely to choose medical treatment 3 in the final round. We then explore whether individual characteristics are associated with the specific alternative medical treatment chosen in the final round using multinomial probit regression with medical treatment 3 as the base case. Participants in the salary arm are more likely to choose medical treatments 2, 6 and 7 compared to medical treatment 5. Females are more likely to choose medical treatment 4 and less likely to choose medical treatments 6 and 7. Participants with higher rates of time preferences and more risk-averse participants are less likely to choose medical treatment 2, 6 and 7. Interestingly, there no longer is a difference between medical students and non-medical students.

Table 2
Association between medical treatment choice in round 1 and individual characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Probit regression</th>
<th>Multinominal probit regression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical treatment 5</td>
<td>Medical treatment 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary</td>
<td>$-0.209$</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>$-0.005$</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>$0.197$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical related degree</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of study</td>
<td>$-0.056$</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk preferences</td>
<td>$0.079$</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time preferences</td>
<td>$-0.061$</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>$-0.554$</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R$^2$</td>
<td>0.0512</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* medical treatments 6 and 7 were merged due to small cell sizes.
round number and its interaction with the salary arm. The results are shown in Table 4. The model prediction is again supported: the coefficients on round numbers 2 to 10 are positive in both models, indicating that welfare losses are lower in these rounds compared to the initial round. Testing whether each round coefficient is statistically significantly different from its lag, round 2 is different from round 1 ($p < 0.01$, in Table 2) and 8 is different from 7 ($p = 0.03$), otherwise there is no significance at the 5% level, showing that adaptation was incremental. This was set of 9 individual tests with $H_0: \beta_j = \beta_i$ for $i = \{2, \ldots, 10\}, j = i - 1$.
4.2. Individual incentives versus salary

The salary condition tests whether participants also act in a social welfare maximizing way if there are no individual incentives aligned with this goal in the experiment. As mentioned above, participants adapt to non-adherence as predicted by the model under a salary but the percentage choosing the socially optimal medical treatment is lower. In round 10 we reject equality of the individual incentive and salary distributions ($p < 0.01, z = 2.694$). As a robustness check we also compare the distributions in the first round. Using Mann-Whitney U-tests, we do not reject that participants’ total welfare losses are from the same distributions between arms in the first round ($p = 0.69, z = -0.398$). This suggests that there is greater adaptation when using individual incentives compared to salary. Furthermore, total welfare losses remain more constant after round 5 for salary participants. Using Mann-Whitney U tests we reject that total welfare losses are from the same distribution between individual incentives and salary at the 10% level or better in rounds 6 ($p = 0.02$), 8 and 9 ($p = 0.06$) in addition to round 10 (see above).

These provide aggregate evidence that an individual financial incentive is better at increasing responsiveness to non-adherence than a salary. This is confirmed by the results in Table 4. There is no average difference in welfare loss between individual incentive and salary participants and in the first round ($\delta_{\text{salary}} = 3.77, p = 0.45$). However, negative coefficients on interaction terms imply larger welfare losses in a given round for a salaried doctor. This effect is individually significant in later rounds (6, 8, 9, and 10) at the 10% level. While salaried doctors adapt to non-adherence, they do so to a lesser extent than individually incentivised doctors in the later rounds.

Model 2 includes the demographic characteristics. Risk preferences are the only characteristic that is associated with welfare losses at the 5% level. It shows that risk-averse participants have larger welfare losses but the magnitude is small.

5. Discussion

The aim of this paper was to model how doctors should adapt their medical treatment decisions if non-adherence is due to present bias in the patient population, and to test the predictions of this model in a lab experiment. In the experiment we test whether students in the doctor role adapt their behaviour as they learn about the distribution of non-adherence (due to present bias) in the patient population. Our model contributes to the literature by demonstrating that present-bias preferences in patients only cause non-adherence when doctors do not anticipate patients’ potential for time inconsistency. Under certain parameters, when they do not know patients’ preferences in advance a rational doctor should adapt to non-adherence by choosing a medical treatment that is more acceptable to patients (albeit possibly less effective) when the probability of a patient being present-biased is sufficiently large. This would maximise overall welfare of the patient population when weighting each patient equally. It also means that the health gains are the same for time-consistent and present-biased patients thereby removing inequalities in outcome within a patient population. It also reduces inequalities in outcomes between patient populations (who may vary in the probability of being present biased) as overall welfare (health outcomes) is maximised and differences in outcomes between populations are therefore minimised.

Whilst the approach maximises overall welfare it does raise an ethical issue as it creates ‘less health’ to time-consistent patients, who would have adhered to more effective treatment. This means there is a potential conflict between what is best for the time-consistent individual and what is best for the overall patient population. Individuals may be seen to have an ethical right to be offered the best treatment for them. Also, whilst the approach reduces inequalities in outcomes it may increase inequalities in access to treatment across different patient populations. Assume that there are two practices, A and B, and that the probability of present bias in the patient population is higher in practice A compared to practice B. Depending on the relative probabilities of present bias this could mean that a less medically effective treatment is offered to the patients in practice A and a more effective treatment is offered to the patients in practice B. This clearly increases inequalities in access to treatment across the two practices creating an ethical issue. Present bias may be associated with socio-economic status and this may therefore increase socioeconomic inequalities in access to treatment.

The ethical issues are clearly difficult to address. In the presence of information asymmetry, the ideal would be to be able to offer all patients a menu of contracts or treatments from which they could choose. Understanding where such an approach might be feasible is a potential area for future research.

The experiment demonstrates that, on average, participants adapt to non-adherence as they learn about the probability of non-adherence (due to present-bias). However, a proportion of participants did not adapt to the optimal choice. The rate of adaptation was similar for the first 5 rounds under both individual incentives and salary. Participants continued to adapt after round 5 under individual incentives whilst adaptation plateaued under salary. Implementing these incentives outside the laboratory would be difficult and may be associated with unintended consequences (for example, doctors not putting in as much effort to encourage adherence to more effective treatments). It is therefore reassuring that motivation for patient benefits leads participants to adapt even when they are not directly incentivised to do so. A different interpretation of those who continue to not adapt is that they have a social welfare function that does not equally weight present-bias and time-consistent patients. This approach could be explored with a different experimental design.

Medical students were more likely to choose the welfare maximizing treatment in the first round which may suggest that medical training leads to a better anticipation of non-adherence due to present-bias. There was no difference between medical students and non-medical students in the final round which may suggest that whilst medical students anticipate the adherence problem better, the experiment ‘teaches’ it to non-medics relatively quickly. More generally the adaptation to non-adherence may indicate that adherence can be improved by providing doctors with information about the probability of non-adherence (due to present-bias) in their patients. However, monitoring adherence in a real-world setting is challenging especially with regards to medication. It may be possible to obtain information on whether the patient has collected their prescription but information on whether the patients who collected their prescription actually took the medication most likely is based on self-report from the patient. Patients may feel pressured to say that they adhered even if they did not. Doctors may also have existing beliefs that impact on medical treatment decisions. For example, they may think that younger individuals are less likely to adhere and adapt their medical treatment decisions accordingly even when they have more information about the probability of non-adherence in their patient population. Where doctors were to infer the probability of non-adherence from observed patient characteristics, this could induce other unwarranted inequalities in treatments across patients. Nevertheless, whilst full information on adherence is unlikely to ever be feasible it should be possible to improve information on adherence, through information systems or discussions with the patients and the results suggest that this could improve patient welfare.

Our results showed that individuals’ characteristics mattered for medical treatment decisions. While this is perhaps less surprising for medical treatment decisions in the first round when less information is available, the impact of some characteristics (risk aversion) was also found in the last round. This suggests individuals did not base their decisions solely on the probability of non-adherence but also their own preferences. This may suggest that even when full information on non-adherence in the patient population can be provided, this may not fully eliminate non-adherence.

The advantage of using lab experiments to explore adherence is that
the relevant conditions are tightly controlled, in ways that may be impractical or place greater demands on data in real-world settings. The lab experiment means that the model predictions – whether doctors respond to non-adherence (caused by present-bias in the population) – can be tested. This is done by specifying the welfare maximising choice and patients’ preferences in advance. It would not be possible to test these specific effects using field data given many complexities. In the real-world doctors have to assess the medical condition and characteristics of real patients, understand guidelines, what treatments are available, and the ability to observe non-adherence may be limited. This means that it would be challenging/most likely impossible to isolate the effect of interest. Another advantage of the lab experiment approach is that the robustness of the result can be tested by replicating the experiment. However, lab experiments clearly require simplification of the real-world. In our experiment several simplifications were required. Doctors were assumed to be paternalistic and make decisions on behalf of their patients. In the real-world setting there is shared decision making between the doctor and patient which allows the exchange of information related to the patient’s time preferences (including their present bias) and likely adherence to different treatments. This means that the doctor can better tailor the treatment to individual patients and choose the optimal treatment for the patient rather than having to choose the optimal treatment for the total patient population. In the experiment doctors received full information on adherence. In the real-world adherence is difficult to observe (fully) and doctors can therefore not learn about and respond to non-adherence to the same extent. In the experiment doctors make a single treatment decision only. In the real-world setting doctors will make multiple decisions for patients with chronic conditions. This means that doctors can learn about non-adherence and time preferences as they prescribe different treatments to the same patient. In the experiment patients either adhere or do not adhere. In the real-world setting patients may start and then stop a medical treatment due to misperceived endpoints or side effects. Doctors’ treatment decisions are influenced by a wide range of factors including clinical guidelines. These factors mean that non-adherence and present-bias may play less of a role in a real-world setting compared to our experiment. The simplifications mean that we can only draw tentative conclusions and it is not possible to assess actual behaviour in a real-world clinical setting. To fully understand non-adherence requires a variety of methods to explore the wide range of factors that influence adherence. Our study points towards the role of present-bias, as well as doctors’ willingness to adapt to this when it is the welfare-maximising choice.

There are a number of limitations to this analysis. Firstly, a number of simplifying assumptions had to be made in the theoretical model. It cannot explain behaviour such as starting and then stopping a medical treatment due to misperceived endpoints or side effects. An important extension would be to separate non-adherence due to worse-than-expected side effects from the agency and discounting effects. Also, a paternalistic interaction was assumed and therefore did not explore the impact of shared decision-making. Secondly, it may be that participants were motivated by a desire to do well at the ‘game’, rather than maximising social welfare. A future experimental design could explore altruism in the presence of non-adherence by varying experimental parameters within-subjects or making medical treatments costly to the doctor even if not adhered to by patients. The impact of varying experimental parameters within the original experiment is also warranted. Third, the experiment used students in the role of doctors and the question arises whether doctors would make the same choices as students. Evidence from other lab experiments suggests that there is no difference in the direction of effect between (medical or non-medical) students and medical professionals. However, the size of the effect might vary across these groups (Galizzi and Wiesen, 2018). However, this is based on limited evidence and further research is clearly needed. Future lab experiments should also involve doctors and other medical professionals and differences between students and doctors should be explored further.

6. Conclusion

This paper is the first to introduce a model of non-adherence in the patient-doctor interaction using time inconsistency. Our model shows that under certain parameters a rational doctor should adapt to non-adherence by choosing a medical treatment that is more acceptable to patients (though less effective) when the probability of a patient being present-biased is sufficiently large. The model prediction was tested in a lab experiment. Students in the role of doctors adapt to non-adherence as predicted. The adaptation is stronger when incentives directly align doctor and patient preferences. Future work should explore extensions to the model such as incorporating shared decision making and externalities.
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